2018 NC TECH AWARDS
Finalists/Winners Overview

TECHNOLOGY CORPORATE AWARDS

SOFTWARE
- Bandwidth - Raleigh
- Ekos – Charlotte
- Map My Customers - Charlotte
- Pendo - Triangle
- PrecisionLender - Triangle
- Samanage - Triangle
- Winner – Pendo

INTERNET of THINGS (IoT)
- K4Connect – Triangle
- ProAxion - Triangle
- Republic Wireless - Triangle
- SAS - Triangle
- VitalFlo - Triangle
- Winner – K4Connect

NEW MEDIA/DIGITAL MARKETING
- Devada - Triangle
- Netsertive - Triangle
- RozieAI - Triangle
- Sift Media, Inc. - Triangle
- Tanjo, Inc.- Triangle
- Winner – Sift Media, Inc.

INDUSTRY DRIVEN
- Adwerx - Triangle
- Dude Solutions -
- Ekos - Charlotte
- FoodLogiQ - Charlotte
- inMotionNow – Triangle
- K4Connect - Triangle
- Winner – Dude Solutions

INNOVATIVE PRODUCT
- bioMASON
- FoodLogiQ - Charlotte
- Myxx, Inc. -
- PrecisionHawk.-
- PrecisionLender –
- SignUpGenius -
- Winner – FoodLogiQ

CORPORATE IMPACT
- Accenture - Triangle
- Dude Solutions - Triangle
- Participate - Triangle
- RadixBay – Charlotte
- SAS. - Triangle
- Winner – SAS

SMALL
- Ekos - Charlotte
- inMotionNow - Triangle
- OnPar Technologies - Triangle
- Sift Media, Inc. - Triangle
- Tanjo - Triangle
- Winner – inMotionNow

MID-SIZE
- AvidXchange - Charlotte
- Dude Solutions - Triangle
- Pendo - Triangle
- Republic Wireless – Triangle
- Samanage - Triangle
- Winner – AvidXchange

LARGE
- Apptio – Triangle
- Bandwidth - Triangle
- Inmar, Inc. - Triad
- Toshiba - Triangle
- Winner – Inmar, Inc.

10 STARTUPS TO WATCH WINNERS
1. Constellation Digital Partners - Triangle
2. Dais X - Triad
3. Diverplane Corporation - Triangle
4. Fluree - Triad
5. HaystackCRM - Triad
6. Hearful - Triangle
7. Map My Customers - Triangle
8. myBeeHyve - Triangle
9. ROVE - Charlotte
10. VitalFlo - Triangle
USE OF TECHNOLOGY AWARDS

ANALYTICS
- Credit Suisse - Triangle
- Red Ventures - Charlotte
- Stern Security -
- Twiddy & Company -
- UNC Health Care System - Triangle
- Winner – UNC Health Care System

BUSINESS VALUE
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina - Triangle
- Cisco - Triangle
- IBM - Triangle
- Infinia ML - Triangle
- Martin Marietta – Triangle
- Winner – Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina

CUSTOMER SERVICE
- Carolina Advanced Digital - Triangle
- Map My Customers - Triangle
- Republic Wireless - Triangle
- SignUpGenius - Charlotte
- SWELL Systems, Inc. - East
- Winner – Republic Wireless

E-COMMERCE
- ChannelAdvisor - Triangle
- KWIPPED, Inc.
- Myxx, Inc. -
- Net21, Inc. -
- SeeSnapGet LLC -
- Winner – KWIPPED, Inc.

INNOVATIVE WORKPLACE
- Cisco - Triangle
- Credit Suisse - Triangle
- HQ Raleigh - Triangle
- Optum - Triangle
- Pendo - Triangle
- Winner – HQ Raleigh